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Statement of Purpose:  For decades, most of the medical 
applications of the naturally produced silk multifilament 
yarn have been directed to the production of silk surgical 
sutures.  Silk sutures are considered the “gold standard” in 
terms of their properties, which are attributed to the 
exceptionally high strength of small diameter, individual 
silk fibers.  In the past few years, a phenomenal interest 
has developed in specially processed silk yarns as unique 
biomaterials.  This was associated with (1) the develop-
ment of non-reactive composite silk sutures comprising a 
silk-reinforced polyester matrix at Poly-Med;1,2  (2) 
investigation of silk yarn and silk fibroin in a number of 
tissue engineering applications;3-5 and (3) the development 
of a composite suture at Poly-Med comprising silk and 
absorbable polyester yarns.6  Such new interest in silk, 
early indications showing that silk can be a component of 
biodegradable implants,1 and continued interest in 
composite absorbable/biodegradable surgical meshes with 
staged in vivo absorption and breaking strength retention 
profiles,7,8 prompted our pursuit of the present study.  
Accordingly, this communication deals with a focused 
study on the construction and in vitro evaluation of warp- 
knitted surgical meshes comprising purified silk and 
absorbable polyester multifilament yarns. 
 
Methods:  
• Polymer and Mesh Preparation: A polyaxial 
segmented copolyester, MG17, was prepared by end 
grafting a polyaxial poly(trimethylene carbonate) with 
glycolide and l-Lactide.  MG17 was ground and traces of 
monomer removed by heating under reduced pressure. 
Ground polymer was melt extruded under typical 
conditions into a 10-filament yarn.  Silk was prepared by 
constructing a 6-carrier braid from raw silk.  
Subsequently, the raw silk braid was processed to remove 
the sericin component.  MG17 was used as a fast-
degrading multifilament yarn and silk as a slow-
biodegrading component.  Mesh construction was based 
on warp knitting the two yarns using an 18 gauge raschel 
knitting machine into an initially interdependent 
construction that will transition to exhibit independent, 
functional mechanical properties for the slow-
biodegrading component. 
• Evaluation of In Vitro Mesh Properties: In vitro 
conditioned burst strength retention [BSR = (max. 
strength at time point / initial max. strength)*100] was 
conducted using a MTS MiniBionix Universal Tester 
(model 858) equipped with a burst test apparatus as 
detailed in ASTM D3787-01.  Samples were conditioned 
using a 0.1M solution of buffered sodium phosphate at a 
7.2pH in 50mL tubes.  Tubes were placed in racks and 
incubated at 37°C under constant orbital-agitation.  
Samples were removed at predetermined time points for 
burst testing recording the maximum burst strength and 
the extension at 16N/cm. 

Results: Data in Table I describe the weight ratio of 
MG17 and silk as well as the initial mechanical burst and 
extension properties.  From this data it can be seen that 
clinically relevant strengths are obtained.9 
 Table II contains information on the in vitro 
conditioned strength and extension properties of the new 
composite mesh.  Data indicates that as the degradation of 
MG17 progresses, a decrease in the mesh burst strength is 
realized during the first 14 days.  However, the mesh 
stiffness is maintained as indicated by the extension at 
16N/cm.   After 14 days, the extensive degradation of the 
MG17 component results in a gradual increase in the 
burst strength and extension at 16N/cm as the slow-
biodegrading silk component independently becomes 
mechanically functional.  The result is a new, composite, 
bimodal mesh construction that possesses clinically 
adequate strength, short-term stiffness, and long-term 
extensional characteristics similar to those of the 
abdominal wall.10 
 
Table I:  Component Weight Ratio and Initial Mechanical 

Properties of the Composite Mesh 
Composition by 

weight,  (%) 
Maximum Burst 

Strength          
(N) 

Extension at 
16N/cm       

(%) MG17 Silk
49 51 603 13 

 
Table II:  In Vitro Conditioned Strength and Extension 

Properties of the Composite Mesh 
In vitro 

Duration  
(Days) 

BSR         
(%) 

Maximum Burst 
Strength          

(N) 

Extension at 
16N/cm       

(%) 
4 95 523 13
7 75 414 13
14 56 310 20
21 67 370 33
28 70 386 35
63 70 385 36 

 
Conclusions:  Available results demonstrate the ability to 
construct composite silk meshes having a two-stage 
retention profile of clinically relevant properties. 
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